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Formative Assessment 

Form (Shape) 

Shape is the most important aspect of the new tattoo design. It has the most power to turn the 
existing tattoo into something they human mind will recognize right away. Once a person “sees” 
a butterfly, the brain will accept it as a butterfly, in the absence of visual clues that tell him or 
her, “This isn’t really supposed to be a butterfly.”  

Question 1 
Look through this gallery for tattoo replacements and describe how the artist has used shape to 
craft a different visual story, one to absorb the old one. How does making the cover up tattoo 
design more intricate and large than the original help overpower the old design? What do you 
notice is consistent in creating a successful cover up design. Write your thoughts in the 
notebook.  
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1The	Chive	(2014)	Brilliant	Tattoo	Cover	Ups	http://thechive.com/2013/11/06/brilliant-tattoo-cover-up-jobs-30-
photos/	
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2	Tattoo	Artists	(2014)	Cover	Up	Tattoos	http://www.tattooartists.org/Gct22_Cover_Up_Tattoos.asp	
3	Ibid		
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4	The	Chive	(2014)	Brilliant	Tattoo	Cover	Ups	http://thechive.com/2013/11/06/brilliant-tattoo-cover-up-jobs-30-
photos/	



 

Design 55 

Question 2 

For the following tattoos, describe the challenges and opportunities presented in creating a 
tattoo cover up. Type your text in the space provided, then compare your ideas to ours.  

6 

Feedback: 

This tattoo exists on a flexible part of the body and contains dark colors. The lines of the new 
design need to detract from the Rose. You can incorporate the flowers into another texture or 

																																																													
5	Tattoo	Artists	(2014)	Cover	Up	Tattoos	http://www.tattooartists.org/Gct22_Cover_Up_Tattoos.asp	
6	Shutter	Stock	(2014)	A	Woman	Has	a	Rose	Tattoo	On	Her	Shoulder.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/cat.mhtml?searchterm=Rose%20tattoo%20shoulder&language=en&lang=en&searc
h_source=&safesearch=1&version=llv1&media_type=&page=1&inline=162951095	



pattern that will help tell the story of the new design to the viewer. Think about bubbles in ocean 
water. If you add a background of blue water and make the hearts into bubbles, anything related 
to water will look like it belongs.  

7 

 

 

 

 

 

Feedback: 
The darkness of this tattoo presents a challenge. The flow of the cover up design will have to 
interrupt the continuity of the snake’s curves in order to make it unrecognizable. The advantage 
here is there is a lot of available skin as a canvas, so you have a lot of freed in creating the new 
design. On possibility is to change the shape of the snake and making a part of the tattoo a 
purposeful dark shape as you saw as the last example in the redesign gallery.  

Color 

Question 1 

The following color swatch represents the color of a significant part of your client’s original 
tattoo.  

The color swatches in this column represent choices for the new tattoo. Drag the color swatches 
you can use to overpower the old colors into this swatch.  

Rules to dictate the correct vs. incorrect answers: if the color is darker than the original design it 
will win. Warm colors also jump forward. The colors also must be from the same part of the 
color wheel. If the original color is orange, it must be replaced with oranges, reds or yellows, or 
something so significantly darker it will render the original color invisible. In most cases, drastic 
mixing of hues is not advised.  

 

  

																																																													
7	Can	Stock	Photo	(2014)	Snake	Tattoo	and	Apple.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/snake-tattoo-and-apple-
1503016.html	



  



 

Body Placement 
Learner will describe circumstances that make certain body parts advantageous or not for 

tattoos. 

 

 

Question 1 
John regrets getting his ex-girlfriend’s name, Trisha, tattooed across his chest. He’s brought in 
this image. He’s always loved old pin up girl designs, loves poker and wants to know if his tattoo 
can be turned into something like this8. What do you think? Type your answer in the space 
provide, then compare your answers to ours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feedback: This graphic has a couple of issues. It has a vertical composition while John’s tattoo 
has a horizontal composition.  

One option is to draw a pin-up design with a horizontal orientation, using a similar look and 
model. It will be important to remember to cover the text with texture. A pin-up mermaid could 
help solve this problem, with colorful ocean scenes surrounding to make sure that new tattoo 
design is convincing.  

To use the shape of the mermaid tail, the mermaid’s waist can be the T, and the mermaid’s face 
can flow into Sandy’s shoulder. However, if she wears shirts without sleeves, you need to make 
sure she’s comfortable with the tattoo being visible.  

 

																																																													
8	https://www.google.com/search?q=old+pin+up&client=firefox-a&hs=s7U&rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&channel=sb&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=tPpWVNWXIYWZyQTf44GICQ&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAQ&bi
w=1321&bih=567#facrc=_&imgdii=_&imgrc=gT1SRgK64wQzxM%253A%3BWBQXA5QCJN7-
yM%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.screanews.us%252FNewYork%252FBrooklynOld_files%252FPinUp3.JPG%3Bh
ttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.cosplay.com%252Fshowthread.php%253Ft%253D215996%3B296%3B390	



It’s also possible to create a background, such as a spade (remember, she likes Poker) behind 
the model. A black shape can make a logical background for the pin-up girl. This will use the 
horizontal nature of the name and give more flexibility in the design. 

Question 5 
Click through this gallery to view tattoos that cross body parts effectively and describe how a 
similar solution would give you more options in creating a cover-up tattoo design. 
Citations (right to left, top row first): 9,10 ,11,12,13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Size 

																																																													
9	Canstockphoto	(2014)	Redhead	Girl	With	Tattoo.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/redhead-girl-with-tattoo-
5309937.html	
10	Canstockphoto	(2014)	Laughing	Redhead.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/laughing-redhead-5309760.html	
11	Canstockphoto	(2014)	Woman	With	a	Tattoo.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/woman-with-a-tattoo-
7337670.html	
12	Canstockphoto	(2014)	Aggressive	Girl	With	Tattoo	Playing	Guitar.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/aggressive-
girl-with-tattoo-playing-9523964.html	
13	Canstockphoto	(2014)	Girl	Showing	Her	Tattoo	Raised	Her	Denim	Jacket.	http://www.canstockphoto.com/girl-
showing-her-tattoo-raised-her-denim-17024000.html	



Question 1 
Generally you have more options if you make the cover up tattoo larger than the original one. 
That’s because you can add large areas of highlighting and add create more elements. 

Look at the sample tattoos and draw a cover-up tattoo over it. Describe how you thought about 
size to come up with your design.  

Type your response in the space provided, then compare your answer to ours.  

 
14 

Feedback: 
This tattoo doesn’t take up much space, so you have a lot of options for the cover up. You can 
incorporate a textured graphic and use much space below it for a vertical composition, as well 
as considering if you want the new tattoo to flow onto her back, neck or the front of her chest.  

 
 
 
 
 
15 

 
Feedback: 
This tattoo takes up more space than the previous one, so the cover up design will need to be 
larger still. Most of the tattoo will likely need to stay on her back, but because it’s centrally 
located it could have a square, horizontal or vertical composition.  

																																																													
14	Shutterstock	(2014)	Portrait	of	Young	Woman	With	Barcode	Tattoo	on	Her	Arm	Against	Gray	Background.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=145416886&src=id	
15	Shutterstock	(2014)	Portrait	of	Sexy	Woman	With	Tattoo	on	Her	Back.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=63389956&src=id	



 
16 

Feedback:  
This tattoo takes up a significant portion of the upper thigh. That means to cover up the design; 
you will likely need to use much more space. This means you have the freedom to create a 
more detailed and intricate tattoo.  
 
Question 2 
Stephanie wants her star covered up with something new, but she’s hoping it can stay mostly 
hidden if she wears dress pumps. She doesn’t mind if a little bit shows, but she hopes it won’t 
be a lot. What do you think you can do to accommodate her? Draw something for her and then 
see some examples I think do and do not work.  

 

 
17 

Feedback: 
You don’t have a lot of space tow work with. The new design needs a horizontal composition, or 
diagonal. One possibility is incorporating the toes with small details. However, in smaller 
designs, you have less room to work with details.  

Question 3 
Unfortunately, Stephanie doesn’t have a lot of money to pay for her tattoo cover up. Her 
																																																													
16	Shutterstock	(2014)	A	Close	Up	of	a	Woman’s	Leg	Showing	Her	Fairy	Tattoo	on	Her	Thigh.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=200597657&src=id	
17	Fotolia	(2014)	
http://us.fotolia.com/search?k=65978979&filters[content_type%3Aall]=1&submit.x=0&submit.y=0	



roommate has a friend, Chad, who is just starting out as a tattoo artist. He’s never done a tattoo 
cover up before. He’s made the following suggestions. For the seahorse, he wants to change 
the star to a starfish and add the seahorse for authenticity. One of these designs has more 
potential than the others. Which one? 

18      19                          20  
      

 
Feedback: 
The only strong option here is the Cherry blossoms. Chad can arrange the branch strategically 
to guide the location of the cherry blossoms. It has enough detail to stay visible, but the sea 
horse and the vintage woman would need to be larger to be legible. That would mean Stephanie 
wouldn’t be happy with how much of her tattoo showed in pumps, or she wouldn’t be happy with 
the details getting lost.  
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18	Shutterstock	(2014)	Vintage	Style	Young	Lady	With	Roses.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=131471003&src=id	
19	Shutterstock	(2014)	Blooming	Cherry	Blossom	Branches	Isolated	on	White.	Vector.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=129438665&src=id	
20	Shutterstock	(2014)	Vector	Seahorse.	Patterned	Design.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=166707761&src=id	
21	Shutterstock	(2014)	Woman	With	Tattoo	on	Shoulder.	
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic.mhtml?id=213269899&src=id	


